


FIRST 30 YEARS

For nearly thirty years, Brazil has been developing academic 

projects in order to monitor and forecast the evolution of business 

cycles using composite leading indicators (CLI). 

The number of existing papers on this topic has been relatively 

modest, even bearing in mind that the techniques of 

construction and evaluation of indicators are widely known by 

Brazilian researchers. 

Brazilian authors are still confronting the limited supply of 

statistical series that are sufficiently long-dated.

In two of the last three decades, Brazil lived through annual 

inflation indices that approached 5,000 %.  



REFERENCES

One of the first references to be mentioned is the Contador Study 
(1977). The work done by Contador constituted an adaptation of the 
methodology used at that time by the NBER.

Closer to the end of the 1990’s, when inflation was returning to a one 
digit value, a new generation of authors, looking to Stock and Watson 
(1989) as a starting point, began to construct composite indicators in 
order to forecast national economic cycles and their timeframes.
Among this new group, mention should be made of Issler and Spacov
(2000).

By combining the Stock and Watson methodology with canonic 
correlation analysis, Issler and Spacov constructed two composite 
indicators; first, a coincident that represents the state of the economy, 
and second, a leading one that tries to anticipate the cyclical 
inversions of the first indicator. 



SERIES COMPONENTS OF THE LEADING INDICATOR FOR BRAZILIAN 
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION (1977)

Variable 
Correlation with 
the Reference 

Variable 

Average lead, in 
months 

Area licensed for non-residential buildings 0,396 9-10 

Area licensed for residential buildings 0,421 9 

Real value of textile industry production 0,709 9-10 

Real estate financing 0,478 8 

National Treasury expenses 0,431 8 

Discount operations to commercial banks 0,688 7 

Exports – other products (US$) 0,545 7 

Compensated cheques - value 0,587 6 

Credit checks for consumer sales with installment plans in São Paulo 0,903 6 

Acceptance credits 0,561 5 

Laminated steel production 0,873 4 

 Defaulted financial instruments (São Paulo) -0,547 4 

Job openings for technical positions in São Paulo 0,715 2 

Money supply – M4 0,628 2 

Source: Contador (1977) 



CONTADOR (1977)

The composite indicator was formed by 14 variables, a number relatively 

high when compared to more modern indicators. 

Three variables were related to São Paulo, where 40% of the Brazilian 

industrial production was concentrated. 

The two variables related to licensing for new construction stopped being 

published on a national scope.

The indicator also included four variables related to monetary policy. 

Only for comparison purposes, the OECD did not include any such 

indicator in the Brazilian CLI.



CONTADOR (1977)

On the other hand, Contador did not  blend in any qualitative indicators 

such as those originated from the FGV business survey. 

Contador reckoned that the forecasted production variable, among 

many variables included in the questionnaire of this survey, demonstrated 

the lowest rate of correlation with the industrial production index. 

It is worth observing that the OECD CLI includes four variables from the 

FGV business survey, but among them, in consonance with the 

conclusion offered by Contador, there is no forecast for production 

results. 



LEADING AND COINCIDENT INDICATOR VARIABLE COMPONENTS 
OF THE BRAZILIAN ECONOMY (2000)

Variable  Initial 
date Transformation Seasonal 

adjustment 
COINCIDENT I NDICATORS    

Production work-hours (index) Jan75 0 yes 

Corrugated paper shipment (t) Jan80 0 yes 

Industrial Production (index) Jan75 0 yes 

Average earnings of occupied population (index) Jan83 0 yes 

    

LEADING INDICATORS    

Financial sector loans to individuals  Dec80 0 no 

IBOVESPA – stock exchange index Jan71 0 no 

Wholesale price index (IPA-DI) Mar44 1 no 

Means of payments  – M3 (index) Jan70 0 no 

Diesel oil – apparent consumption (m3) Jan80 0 yes 

Employment future tendency (balance in percentage points)(*) Apr80 1 no 

Overnight interest rate – SELIC (% monthly) Jan74 2 no 

Source: Issler and Spacov (2000) 
(*) Adjusted by quadratic interpolation 
0 – growth rate (dlog) 
1 – first difference  
2 – in level 



ISSLER AND SPACOV (2000)

For the leading indicators, the first pre-condition for their selection is 

that they Granger-cause the coincident series. 

After a preliminary evaluation of nearly 200 series, a total of 48 were 

selected. Using as selection criterion for each leading series that it 

Granger-causes at least two coincident series, many were cut leaving 

only 13. 

Eliminating the redundant series, such as three interest rate series, a 

final group was formed of 7 series that capture the different aspects of 

the levels of economic activity. 

Following this stage, different forms of combinations of these series 

were specified and each model were submitted to various tests.



INSTITUTIONALIZING CLIs IN BRAZIL

It can be said that the work cited here constitutes a phase of 

individual initiatives. 

There is still no established tradition neither is there any regular 

production or well disseminated use of any one indicator.

The Fundação Getulio Vargas – FGV is contributing to institutionalize 

the work of constructing and analyzing composite indicators. 

Created in 1944, the Fundação Getulio Vargas is a private non-profit 

institution whose purpose is to contribute to the development of the 

country. 



INSTITUTIONALIZING CLIs IN BRAZIL

In this particular field of economic surveys, FGV has established a 

relationship of complementarity with the official statistical agency –

IBGE.

FGV transferred to the IBGE the consolidation of the national 

accounts, in 1986, but remained since then and for the future, in the 

forefront of qualitative surveys in the country.

FGV has an academic advantage through its post-graduate school 

of economics where state of art techniques used to construct and

analyze composite indicators are under permanent design and 

development. 


